
Abstract — Cyberinfrastructure makes the development and 
deployment of bioinformatics applications easier by providing 
the framework and components that may be loosely coupled 
using service oriented architecture. Here we describe an end to 
end prototype environment that allows existing applications to 
run on the grid, taking advantage of open source software that 
provides a portal interface using GridSphere, with transparent 
GSI authentication using GAMA, a web service wrapper using 
Opal, a metascheduler using CSF4, a virtual filesystem using 
Gfarm, and a grid-enabled cluster environment using Rocks. 
Solutions to complex problems may be developed using workflow 
tools such as Kepler that coordinate different interoperable 
services. The availability of this type of cyberinfrastructure
suggests that new applications should be designed with the grid 
in mind, using service oriented architecture for interoperability
and efficiency. This approach may enable bioinformaticians to 
focus on their problems of interest, and make use of the emerging 
cyberinfrastructure through virtually “drag and drop” 
deployment. 

Index Terms — grid, bioinformatics, deployment, workflows, 
portals, metascheduler. 

I. INTRODUCTION

s genome sequencing technology has become a hot 
research area for nanotechnology, biology is undergoing 

the transformation from a mostly experimental science to a 
digital information science [1]. The complex data and 
computational challenges facing biology and medicine are 
enormous, especially from the realization that knowing the 
parts (genes and genomes) is far from the coveted future of 
personal, predictive, preventive, and participatory medicine 
[2] and there is significant gap to be bridged by using 
computational science in medicine [3]. The challenge to 21st

century biology is to be able to develop a holistic view of 
humans and the environment, and develop software and 
technology for simulation based medicine [4]. The exciting 
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development in biology parallels that of the grid or 
cyberinfrastructure in the computer science and engineering 
field. The Grid, or computational grid, refers to the hardware 
and software infrastructure that enables the solution of 
complex problems using many computers, including the 
sharing of distributed resources across institutions, or 
organizations [5, 6]. Cyberinfrastructure refers to 
“infrastructure built upon distributed computer, information 
and communication technology”, which forms the foundation 
of a knowledge based economy [7]. Despite the subtle 
differences, the two terms are often used interchangeably.  

As stated eloquently in the Atkins report, 
“Cyberinfrastructure makes applications dramatically easier to 
develop and deploy, thus expanding the feasible scope of 
applications possible within budget and organizational 
constraints, and shifting the scientist’s and engineer’s effort 
away from information technology development and 
concentrating it on scientific and engineering research. 
Cyberinfrastructure also increases efficiency, quality, and 
reliability by capturing commonalities among application 
needs, and facilitates the efficient sharing of equipment and 
services” [7]. 

Bioinformatics or computational biology, “the use of 
computer-driven methods to enable biological knowledge”, is 
becoming as pervasive as what molecular biology is to 
experimental biology, an essential tool for any biological 
inquiries [8]. The developing grid or cyberinfrastructure must 
be able to support the needs of bioinformatics, through an 
iterative process of interdisciplinary collaborations between 
the scientists and infrastructure developers.  

A number of international projects have formed over the 
years in the development of grid environment for biological, 
and environmental sciences, with strong bio- or eco-
informatics components [9]. For example, the myGrid project 
[10, 11] in UK uses bioinformatics as a major focus in the 
development of semantic grid technology based on web 
services. As part of the myGrid project, Soaplab [12] is a 
CORBA based generic toolkit for deploying applications as 
web services; Taverna is capable of orchestrating web services 
based workflows with a strong emphasis on semantic service 
discovery [13]. The Japan BioGrid project [14] is among the 
early initiatives to address the grid computing needs in the life 
sciences, especially in the informatics support for 
biomolecular simulations using QM/MM techniques. The 
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Pacific Rim Grid Middleware and Application Assembly 
(PRAGMA) [15] has been a catalyst for international 
collaboration and the development of a multinational grid 
testbed [16] and the sharing of valuable experiences in grid 
systems design and application deployment [17]. The National 
Biomedical Computation Resource (NBCR) at UCSD has also 
been actively developing cyberinfrastructure in support of 
multiscale modeling [18].  

Here we describe the collaborative development of a 
prototype environment, or end to end cyberinfrastructure, for 
bioinformatics. The architecture is flexible, extensible, and 
generally applicable to many other application areas.  

II. END TO END CYBERINFRASTRUCTURE

An end to end solution provides a comprehensive problem 
solving environment for users, with an intuitive user interface, 
transparent access to data, and underlying computation 
resources. It satisfies any visualization needs, and provides a 
personalized workspace for workflow composition and 
management of tasks. This type of complex environment is 
best developed using the service oriented approach [19]. 

A. Service oriented approach 
The concept of service oriented architecture is not new. It 

differs from the component based approach in that services 
are independent autonomous units that fulfill requests through 
standardized protocols and frameworks [20]. Complex 
workflows may be developed using loosely coupled services 
at different end points. XML based web services, described in 
WSDL (Web Service Description Language), which 
communicate using SOAP, an XML-based messaging format, 
over HTTP protocol, is the predominant form of service in use 
today. The Globus toolkit 4 (GT4) [21], a popular middleware 
package comprised of software packages that mediate the 
interactions between user applications and the underlying raw 
compute resources, is a reference implementation of the Web 
Service Resource Framework (WSRF) [22]. A WS-Resource 
is a stateful web service that explicitly describes its operations 
using a Resource Property Document schema, which enables 
simplified interactions among services within the WSRF 
framework.  

The adoption of service oriented architecture allows the 
autonomous evolution of underlying services without 
interruptions of the functionalities to be delivered. However, it 
does require the establishment of interoperable standards for 
success, as warned by the Atkins report: “Infrastructure offers 
a reference point for mediating the interaction among 
applications, defining common interfaces and information 
representations. The alternative of asking applications to 
interact directly with one another results in a combinatorial 
explosion of mutual dependencies, creating a house of cards 
that eventually falls of its own weight.”  

B. Key components 
The architecture of the grid is described as an hour-glass 

model, in which a large number of user applications and a vast 

number of compute resources (fabric) are connected by a core 
set of middleware components. These include a small set of 
basic connectivity protocols that supports secure sharing of 
resources, and collective services that support the monitoring, 
scheduling and accounting of different resources [5]. The 
representative components are shown (Figure 1).  

Figure 1. Selected components of the NBCR software service 
stack. Colored blocks and arrows indicate possible routes for 
distributed job execution.  

Grid application execution environments [23] are designed 
to hide the execution details of user applications on distributed 
computation resources. These include web based portals, 
workflow management software packages, tools that help 
users automate a large number of parameter sweep jobs, 
desktop clients that are highly customized for individual 
applications, and other interactive environments. These tools 
may access different layers of the grid directly as necessary. 
The functionality, usability, flexibility, and stability of these 
tools are significantly enhanced by adopting a service oriented 
approach themselves and using loosely coupled services 
within standard frameworks.  

Upper middleware services are those that make the 
development of distributed applications significantly easier, 
with support for higher levels of abstraction and 
standardization. For example, Opal based application web 
services provide job management and scheduling features 
based on the Globus toolkit. An application developer may 
begin using the grid quickly with the basic knowledge of web 
service development, as shown by the use cases later in this 
paper. Lower middleware services are those that have 
stabilized over the years and serve as the foundation for the 
development of more sophisticated and transparent modes of 
access. However, as often dictated by performance 
requirements, a user application may access lower layers 
directly. This is much less desirable unless the integration is 
based on the service oriented architecture.

In the following sections, we discuss the key components 
that we have developed or adopted as collaborations within 
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the context of bioinformatics grid requirements. 

1) Opal – a simple yet powerful web service wrapper 

Opal is developed by NBCR as a Java based toolkit that 
automatically wraps any legacy applications with a Web 
services layer that is fully integrated with Grid Security 
Infrastructure (GSI) based security, cluster support, and data 
management [24]. Opal is designed to make applications 
deployment as web services as simple as possible. This is 
critical because biologists/bioinformaticians should not have 
to spend much time to be able to take advantage of the grid 
computing power, but focus on making their applications able 
to solve more sophisticated biological modeling problems. 
Only a simple configuration file is required to deploy an 
existing application as a web service provider (Figure 2).  

Figure 2. Opal allows rapid deployment of applications as web 
services using user provided configuration options 

As Opal leverages the Globus toolkit for job scheduling, 
and utilizes resources such as Condor pools, clusters or even 
individual workstations, it is a natural extension to be able to 
deploy Opal based services as WSRF compliant web services, 
to leverage new features from GT4 and to interoperate with 
other WSRF services. Operation Provider is a Java class that 
provides a set of WSDL operations for a service. GT4 allows 
the composition of Java objects as web services [25]. This 
allows additional operations (services) to be added to the Opal 
operation provider, and the “flattened” service exposed 
through GT4 is a much more customized solution (Figure 3). 

There are several important aspects of Opal that facilitate 
the development of the grid using service oriented 
architecture: 1) any application may be able to be offered as a 
service and the service is self contained independent of other 
services. Many providers of the same application service may 
be registered through a common registry or be discovered 
using search engines; 2) many Opal based services can be 
offered using the same computing resource, so that the local 
resource may be utilized to the maximal extent possible; 3) 
web service based workflow composition tools may 
orchestrate different service end points as long as the services 
can exchange messages effectively; 4) user interfaces to an 
application are no longer tied to a specific tool, or client, but 
may be exposed in any environment of choice. 5) Opal based 
services may leverage other compute resources as hosted 

applications services, e.g., deployment to large scale resources 
such as the TeraGrid through Science Gateways [26].  

Figure 3. Opal based services can be deployed into GT 4 as 
Operation Providers and combined with additional desired 
methods or operations. 

2) GAMA – security made simple 

GAMA (Grid Account Management Architecture) is a GSI-
based security service that manages X.509 user credentials on 
behalf of users, and supports SOAP-based applications [27]. 
The server component leverages existing software packages 
such as CAS [28], MyProxy [29], and CACL [30], with the 
GAMA version 2 (Figure 4) supporting other CA packages 
such as the NAREGI CA [31].

Figure 4. GAMA2 allows security and grid account 
management from various environments. 

A portlet component or a JSP interface provides the 
administrative interface to the server. As security is a sensitive 
and critical issue in the production use of cyberinfrastructure, 
GAMA allows any organization to create their own certificate 
authority (CA), manage their user certificates, secure the 
SOAP communications using HTTPS and mutual 
authentication, and integrate seamlessly with portals, 
individual applications or rich clients. For example, GAMA is 
used by GridSphere [32], Gemstone [33], PMV/Vision [34] 
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and Kepler [35]. The Science Gateways in the TeraGrid 
project support project-based CAs to reduce the administrative 
overhead yet make the TeraGrid resources available on 
demand to more users with trusted project CAs.  

3) Gfarm – virtual file system and computation grid 

The Grid Datafarm [36] architecture is designed for global 
petabyte scale data-intensive computing, which provides a 
Grid file system with file replica management (Gfarm file 
system), and parallel and distributed data processing support 
for a set of files (Gfarm file). It provides scalable I/O 
bandwidth, and scalable parallel processing to exploit local 
I/O in a grid of clusters. The data is, physically replicated and 
dispersed among cluster nodes across administrative domains, 
where it can be accessed transparently from file replica 
locations via POSIX file I/O interface by data analysis tools. 

Figure 5. Gfarm supports distributed access of data and 
compute resources, including legacy applications without 
modifications. 

Gfarm provides a system call hooking library which enables 
existing applications to run in Gfarm without code 
modification once the user environment is set up. This means 
that bioinformaticians may be able to leverage the grid 
computing power in Gfarm, without even realizing that they 
are using the grid (Figure 5). New features supported by 
Gfarm include Gfarm-FUSE [37], which removes the 
requirement for glibc-not-hidden package and the 
LD_PRELOAD settings for existing or non-grid-aware 
applications. Gfarm has been used successfully for a number 
of bioinformatics applications [38].  

4) CSF4 – scheduling across resources 

CSF4 (Community Scheduler Framework 4) [39] is the first 
meta-scheduler based on WSRF (Web Service Resource 
Framework). CSF is composed of a set of grid services based 
on Globus Toolkit 4 Java WS Core and can support grid-level 
scheduling. CSF4 supports both GT2 and GT4 based systems 
using the Java COG kit [40], and can schedule jobs with the 
proper user proxy delegation for Gfarm as a virtual filesystem 
for disparate clusters (Figure 6) [41]. CSF4 also supports the 
development of plug-in modules that enhance the performance 

of job execution through data aware scheduling mechanisms 
[42]. 

Figure 6. CSF4 schedules user tasks to different resources 
with different local schedulers, including the delegation of 
user proxies for Gfarm access. 

5) GridSphere, Gemstone, and others as User Interfaces 

The advantage of a service oriented approach is quite 
apparent in user interface development. Applications may be 
deployed once and accessed by many, not just different users, 
but also different modes of access using the same underlying 
SOAP protocol. GridSphere [32] is a portlet container that 
provides a basic set of grid portlets that support job execution, 
file management and user certificate management 
functionalities. There is a standard for portlet development 
(JSR168 at the moment) that is evolving to ensure 
interoperability among different containers.

Gemstone [43] is developed with major support from the 
NSF National Middleware Initiative, and has a basic built 
interface for Opal based web services as well as an application 
specific Opal based web service for PDB2PQR [44], a utility 
package for protein electrostatic surface calculations. 
Gemstone utilizes the open source Mozilla engine, and uses 
XML User Interface Markup Language (XUL) to describe 
user interface.

6) Rocks – Replicable Infrastructure 

In an effort to make cyberinfrastructure more readily 
available to scientists and engineers, it is necessary to not only 
develop different middleware to support legacy applications, 
but also to make the different software packages easy to 
deploy into existing infrastructure. The Rocks cluster 
environment toolkit [45] has proven to be invaluable for 
NBCR to build the basic infrastructure, deploy our software 
stack, and make our infrastructure replicable by others. NBCR 
has contributed critically to the development of the Condor 
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[46] roll, which is a mechanism, similar to the RPM package 
manager though fully automated, for building reproducible 
cluster and grid environment. Other rolls are available from 
NBCR for APBS [47], MEME, GAMA, Continuity [48], 
AutoDock [49, 50], and PMV [48]. Additional rolls for 
SMOL [51], and FEtk [52] will be available soon. 

III. USAGE SCENARIOS IN BIOINFORMATICS

A. Motif discovery in protein/DNA sequences 
MEME [53, 54] is a popular bioinformatics program for 

pattern recognition or motif identification in protein and DNA 
sequences. NBCR has hosted the MEME web server since 
2000 [55], and is using MEME as one of the key 
collaborations and scientific drivers to build 
cyberinfrastructure for bioinformatics.  

1) Access MEME using My WorkSphere 

My WorkSphere is a GridSphere based portal environment 
that leverages JSR 168 compliant portlets to develop an 
effective work environment using open source technology 
[56]. MEME is deployed as a web service using the Opal 
toolkit in as little as an hour. A portlet that accesses the 
MEME Opal service is deployed into the GridSphere 
container with the standard HTML interface to MEME. The 
portlet takes advantage of Opal’s data and job management 
features: a user’s job output may be saved on the server for 
later retrieval, and any job status may be queried (Figure 7).  

Figure 7. A portlet interface to the Opal based MEME web 
service that provides data management and job status report 

2) Workflow composition using MEME and MAST Opal 
services

Kepler provides a visual programming environment for 
workflow composition. It supports the development of 
workflows based on web services, as long as the services are 
interoperable with the proper semantics understanding. 

MEME and MAST are deployed as Opal based web services 
and MEME output is used as input for MAST (Figure 8).  

Figure 8. Opal based web services may be used to couple 
MEME and MAST analysis using KEPLER 

Kepler uses the concept of Directors to define the type of 
workflow being implemented, e.g. communicating sequential 
processes, synchronous data flow, etc. It uses the concept of 
Actors to perform certain actions when triggered. Actors have 
input and output ports which are used to consume and produce 
data respectively. To enable the MEME and MAST workflow, 
a generic Opal client actor, separately developed, accesses an 
Opal service, launches a job, queries for job status, and finally 
returns job outputs. Since both the MEME and MAST 
services were implemented using Opal, the same actor could 
be used to access them. Other actors were developed for 
reading user parameters for MEME and MAST and creating 
the Web service inputs. Figure 8 shows how these actors are 
connected - user inputs for MEME are first read before 
invoking the MEME service. Once the MEME analysis is 
complete, the output files are downloaded, and used to create 
the inputs to MAST, along with user supplied parameters. 
Once the MAST analysis is complete, the final outputs are 
available for the user to download any time. Most of the actors 
used in this workflow were generic ones provided by Kepler. 
However, the ones described above had to be written from 
scratch. Packaging and deployment of custom actors for other 
users is still an open issue, and efforts are currently underway 
to handle the same. 

B. Simple, unified environment for proteome analysis 
Some bioinformaticians or computer scientists shun 

graphics based environments because they take a long time to 
develop, become overly complex quickly and take away the 
time to solve critical problems at hand. The current Gfarm, 
CSF4 environment has been used with iGAP (integrative 
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Genome Annotation Pipeline) [57] extensively and has proven 
to be a stable environment for production experiments. The 
PRAGMA Gfarm testbed has been used for the development 
of this environment. The system takes advantage of the 
distributed data storage properties of Gfarm to reduce 
unnecessary file transfers over the network. The work 
environment is exactly like the command line interface of a 
cluster environment, except that the actual resources are 
distributed across the world. Users may use local batch 
schedulers to submit jobs to a local cluster, but use CSF4 to 
submit jobs to all the clusters [41].  

C. Hybrid QM/MM studies 
As a collaborative effort under the PRIUS [58] project, 

located at Osaka University, which supports the 
internationalization of graduate education via internships, we 
are developing a grid system for bio-molecular simulation 
with the OPAL Operation Provider. Basically the application 
system consists of two programs (QM and MM) [14]. Each 
program simulates behavior of molecules in short time step, 
and transfers data to each other at every time step. If a new job 
is submitted for every time step, the time wasted to reschedule 
jobs is proportionate to the number of time steps. The OPAL 
Operation Provider is used to launch the QM or MM programs 
once, and the Opal WSRF service is now continuously 
available for any incoming requests. We are in the process of 
identifying a workflow management tool to coordinate the 
data transfers as additional operation providers. 

D. Molecular visualization and visual programming in 
Vision 

Figure 9. Users can access Opal based web services from 
Vision to retrieve database information or execute remote 
jobs, and visualize the results returned. 

The Python Molecular Viewer (PMV) and the 
accompanying visual programming tool Vision are very 
popular tools for multiscale biomedical research [34], and 
many key packages have been reused in Continuity [48], a 
multiscale modeling package for the heart. Using Opal as the 
wrapper service for either an external application or a remote 

database application, a PMV/Vision user can access remote 
data or execute jobs and visualize the results right on his 
desktop (Figure 9).  

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

There are a plethora of tools and innovative approaches to 
the development of cyberinfrastructure, as in the saying “All 
roads lead to Rome”. However, the better and more robust 
approaches will always come out of close collaborations 
between computer scientists and biologists or other field 
specialists. The interactions will educate both groups to be 
fully aware of the requirements and challenges of the state of 
the art technology, and make routine use of the grid possible 
today. In addition, the development of new tools that support 
applications in different fields and through international 
collaborations greatly reduces the collective cost for global 
computational grids. The service oriented approach is gaining 
momentum and greatly facilitates the development of a 
knowledge based global economy. 

A. Collaborations needed to build robust grid computing 
platform 
As keenly observed in [59], there are conflicting 

requirements between biology and grid communities, with the 
former accustomed to a “one experiment at a time” approach, 
and the latter desiring systems that handle large number of 
jobs simultaneously. The reality is that current grid computing 
systems are just getting easier to learn, only relatively stable, 
and still limited by technologies available in hardware, 
software, and programming languages, as noted in [3]. Even 
with commodity clusters, the real work horse for many 
computational biologists to date, a user still has to be aware 
and design his applications not to overwhelm the network or 
file system I/O bandwidths. There are often so-called “non-
malicious hackers” who cause serious disruption of services or 
“denial of service” attacks by not observing the limitations of 
the current system configurations. Therefore, it is a challenge 
to both communities to design better software and use them 
effectively. With these caveats in mind, one may attempt to 
select from the available tools, and build a robust platform to 
make routine use of the grid possible, through close 
collaborations with developers of all components involved 
where possible.

B. System integration and interoperability 
The number of tools showed in Figure 1, along with those 

represented only as “…”, offers many possible combinations 
to build end to end problem solving environments, often with 
overlapping features. For every tool listed, there are solid 
alternatives under different use cases, as often discussed in the 
publications for each tool mentioned. As shown in the usage 
scenarios, the ultimate choice of tools depends on the specific 
problems to be solved and the target audience of the designed 
environment. As demonstrated by the number of tools that are 
using Opal based services, the service oriented approach 
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provides the flexibility in customized front-end tools with 
transparent access to underlying distributed computation 
resources.

However, there are key challenges to services that can’t be 
understood by machines, as the latter can process information 
much faster than the human brain. As outlined in the recently 
released NSF cyberinfrastructure Vision [60], strategic plans 
are needed for data, data analysis and visualization, with calls 
for a coherent data cyberinfrastructure in a “complex, global 
context”. Necessary data standards, ontology, and tools for 
automated reasoning must be developed, to provide the 
semantic annotation for web services, and mechanisms for 
automated service discovery. NBCR has active research in this 
area, with several key applications such as PathSys [61], or 
OntoQuest [62]. 

C. Application design considerations 
As discussed in the PRAGMA application deployment 

paper [17], there are many ways of application deployment on 
the grid, including the execution of existing applications 
without modifications in systems like Gfarm or Opal web 
service wrappers, or through the use of upper middleware 
such as APST [63, 64] or Nimrod/G [65], which enable legacy 
applications by automating the parameter sweep process. 
Other applications may use new programming models such as 
Ninf-G [66], MPICH-G2 [67], or MPICH-GX [68], which 
require more effort to redesign the applications, but could be 
as simple as recompilation with the MPICH-G2 library in the 
case of MPI-BLAST [69]. On the other hand, the 
communication overhead, and the network bandwidth 
heterogeneity, as well as the inherent instability of the grid 
mean that some applications need better fault detection and 
tolerance mechanisms built in, or they should not be run on 
the grid, or at least not yet without better execution 
environments. 

D. Workflow Management 
While a service oriented approach allows the applications to 

be designed as more independent “service units”, there 
remains an efficient mechanism for management of complex 
workflows based on many services. While it is possible to 
encapsulate a predetermined workflow of coupled services, as 
in the case of online shopping networks, or a fixed procedure 
in parameter sweeps, the dynamic composition of web service 
based workflows remains a challenge. In addition, it is 
desirable to have standalone workflow execution engines that 
execute workflow plans on demand. This is an active research 
area, with many excellent presentations at a recent NETTAB 
workshop [70], as well as a GGF working group [71], and 
progress depends on data standards, web service standards, as 
well as workflow description language such as WSBPEL 
(Web Service Business Process Execution Language) defined 
through the Oasis standards consortium [72].  

E. Future works 
The usage of Opal based services can be significantly 

enhanced through the integration of XML Schema for 

description of data types, as well as use of OWL (web 
ontology language) [73] to annotate the services. Coupled 
with the availability of Opal WSRF operation providers and a 
generalized workflow management tool, the ability to 
compose complex workflows would be significantly 
enhanced. CSF4 based scheduling of web services or complex 
web service based workflows would enable the efficient 
sharing of grid resources. A grid portal interface to web 
services running on a virtual Gfarm file system with a 
metascheduler would significantly increase the usability of the 
grid to a large audience.
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